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COVENANT HEALTH 
SERVICES EXPAND  
TO CALGARY AND 
RED DEER
On January 25, the Government of 
Alberta announced a partnership 
with Covenant Health to pioneer 
a new model of care at new 
continuing care centres in Red Deer and Calgary.

“We are proud to be chosen by the Province to expand our services to Red 
Deer and Calgary as we continue our 150-year legacy and work toward our 
vision to meet the needs of those most vulnerable in communities across 
the province,” said Patrick Dumelie, President and CEO. “We are grateful 
for this opportunity to pioneer new approaches focused on responding to 
residents’ needs, maintaining connections to loved ones and community, 
and promoting quality of life in a home-like environment.”

The Red Deer and Calgary facilities have been designed to be flexible and 
adaptable to multiple levels of care, spanning from supportive living to long-
term care to specialized dementia care and palliative care.

The continuing care centres will be located in new residential 
neighbourhoods, so residents will remain connected to the community 
and the community is connected to the facility. There is also enough land 
for future expansion based on community needs.

Holy Cross Manor and St. Marguerite Manor will 

be located on a new continuing care campus in 

the northwest community of Evanston in Calgary. 

The facilities will include home-like designs, with 

three types of rooms to meet the different and 

changing needs of its residents—an innovative 

approach to ensuring a safe environment while 

promoting choice and independence.

HOLY CROSS MANOR & ST. MARGUERITE MANOR,  
CALGARY

Address: 220 Evanston Drive NW
 Calgary, AB
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>  Opening spring 2014

>  Accommodation for 100 residents

>  68 studio suites

>  24 dementia suites

>  8 one-bedroom suits for couples

>  Includes small café, lounge, chapel and two  
     large multi-purpose spaces for residents

Holy Cross Manor honours the hospital of 
the same name established by the Sisters  
of Charity (Grey Nuns of Montreal).

>  Opening fall 2014

>  Accommodation for 129 residents

>  94 studio suites

>  24 dementia suites

>  11 one-bedroom suites for couples

>  Includes small café, lounges and chapel

St. Marguerite Manor honours St. Marguerite 
d’Youville, the founder of the Grey Nuns and 
the first Canadian-born Saint.


